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Abstract 

 

Plaza Athenee Bangkok A Royal Meridien Hotel is a hotel with international standard. 

It is a subsidiary of Le Meridien group which provides service to the customer with exclusive 

identity style. Furthermore, the hotel is luxurious and comfortable with 400 hotel 

accommodations. The hotel location is in the central of Bangkok on Wireless Road, Ploenchit 

that is an attraction of various shopping, creating the convenience and properly satisfying the 

hotel guest. This causes the hotel is calm and nice place. 

 From working according to the cooperative education project Plaza Athenee Bangkok A 

Royal Meridien Hotel for 4 months since August 24, 2015 to December 11, 2015, we were 

assigned to work as Chief assistant at Bakery department. We daily learnt a variety of works and 

created new recipe of Soybean mousse raspberry filling with redbean in order to increase the 

choice for the customer who love healthiness and create originality for them. 

 We had tried out to perfectly make the dessert menu by learning and finding the 

information and, subsequently, started to do. Afterward, 10 copies of evaluation form were made 

for the employees inside various kitchen of the hotel. The evaluation can be summarized that 

most respondents are male, accounting for 7 0 %; for age, most of their age is between 20 -2 5 

years old; most of them come from the Bakery kitchen, accounting for 38%; for palatability and 

color, Soybean mousse raspberry filling with redbean is at excellent level, accounting for 50%; 

for taste, is at excellent level, accounting for 50% ; Soybean mousse raspberry filling with 

redbean for creativity, is at excellent level, accounting for 60% ;Soybean mousse raspberry 

filling with redbean 50%; for decoration and emplacement, is at excellent level, accounting for 

50%; Soybean mousse raspberry filling with redbean for the application of from the 

questionnaire is at excellent Soybean mousse raspberry filling with redbean accounting for 60%. 

And Soybean mousse raspberry filling with redbean accounting  costs for 60% 

 

    


